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It was a flu season like no other. With the H1N1 virus running rampant throughout the country,
people lined up in droves to try and attain one of the coveted vaccines. What was not known was
the effect this largely untested, rushed to market, inoculation was to have on the unsuspecting
throngs. Within days, feverish folk throughout the country convulsed, collapsed, and died, only to be
reborn. With a taste for brains, blood, and bodies, these modern-day zombies scoured the lands for
their next meal. Overnight the country became a killing ground for the hordes of zombies that
ravaged the land. This is the story of Michael Talbot, his family, and his friends: a band of ordinary
people trying to get by in extraordinary times. When disaster strikes, Mike, a self-proclaimed
survivalist, does his best to ensure the safety and security of those he cares for. Book one of the
Zombie Fallout Trilogy follows our lead character at his self-deprecating, sarcastic best. What he
encounters along the way leads him down a long dark road, always skirting the edge of insanity.
Can he keep his family safe? Can he discover the secret behind Tommy's powers? Can he save
anyone from the zombie queen? Encircled in a seemingly safe haven called Little Turtle, Mike and
his family, together with the remnants of a tattered community, must fight against a relentless,
ruthless, unstoppable force. This last bastion of civilization has made its final stand. God help them
all.
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First and foremost, this book was FREE! With that being said, it is a great book. I laughed at all of

the dialog and first person commentary, whether said out loud or internally. The primary first person
thought process was hilarious and real. As for the many reviews B!+ h!ng about poor editing or
spelling... this is writen as a journal and many, MANY, people are poor spellers, but also
remember... This Book Is FREE! Quit complaining. Many authors are suffering through poor editors
and less than steller editing. This is a great zombie book, that not only addresses the loss of
community, loss of friends/family, choices and decisions (whether good or bad), but also throws in
how people adjust to these changes. Some people freeze, some take charge; others crack
emotionally and/or mentally, and some that capitalize on being sick and/or depraved; there are
people who want to blame others, while others want to control others; there are leaders and then
followers; there are characters you can't help but like and others you'd love to throw out for the
zombies to feast on; but on top of it all there are those moments where we could become lost in our
own thoughts, and yet those moments where a hilariously funny/sick thought might cross our minds.
It's all in this story, which by the way, is a full size novel. It could be a stand alone, but would leave
you wanting to know... did they all live happily ever after or what tragedy was awaiting them next. I
loved the humor and my son had to know what was making his mom laugh so hard tears were
streaming down my face. I would read him a clip and watch him start laughing just as hard. It's a
zombie story that starts with a CDC rushed 'ooops,' in a plausible scenario. It evolves into
community survival and family survival.

If you like horror or zombie (fiction) then you will love this book/series.When reading the reviews I
loved this comment from one fan "I get a sneaky suspicion that in 20 years' time we'll all be talking
Romero vs. Tufo"; the fact that in the UK alone he has 140+ and USA is 575+ tells you what a great
book this is.Mark Tufo introduces you to a family struggling to survive during the apocalypse, the
love shown amongst them really marks this out as a "more than horror book", it also has SO many
other elements to it.It is written from Mike Talbots PoV, with some other diary entries thrown in for
good fun, his wife, Tracey, especially makes me giggle. It is not purely a diary/journal though, so
don't be put off.The humour is a large part of the story; the Talbotisms really guide you through
some of the most horrific descriptions of the start of ZomPoc that I have ever read.The scares and
horror scenes are, unfortunately, all too believable and the route of initial infection is personally
terrifying.Many times you are left on tender hooks as the Tufo family seems to get/put themselves
into some very butt clenching scenarios. As others join the group this seems to multiply as Talbot
has a way of antagonising people!The climax to this first book is pantwettingly scary; Eliza is in a
realm of her own.It's hard to say more without giving the story away, particularly as I know how it

progresses through the next 6 books, and onto Lycan Fallout.As a side note, Mark Tufo is very
involved with his fans and enables you to comment and ask questions on Facebook his page, often
having random Unfair Competitions of the day to win all sorts of stuff you never knew you REALLY
wanted.
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